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Moodelli Growi Review
Rating
RRP:

£399.50
Mother&Baby Awards

2016 Shortlisted Best highchair

Tested by mum Elizabeth
Emmanuel for the M&B Awards
2016:
Why would you recommend this product to a friend/fellow
mum?
This highchair is different from any other one I've seen or
had. It can be used from birth up to about 8 years old! It is amazing and will get many
wow reviews! It grows with baby's needs. One piece of furniture and it converts from a
safe bouncy chair to high chair to a chair for toddlers and older. Amazing!
How does this product make your life easier as a mum?
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This caters for all a baby's sitting needs with no hassle. Baby and then toddler can
be safely strapped in and join the family at meal times. Later the chair can be a useful
piece of furniture in the playroom.
If you could change one thing about this product what would it be?
Wonderful, wonderful, wonderful!

Tested by mum Chris Brotherton for the M&B
Awards 2016:
Why would you recommend this product to a friend/fellow mum?
I really liked the sanitary wood design that was naturally antibacterial. My husband
struggled somewhat to put it together and adjust the height but it was extremely
sturdy when my disguise was in and no chance of it tipping over. Easy to keep clean
and has washable parts too.
How does this product make your life easier as a mum?
I like the fact you can use it as a stand alone highchair or have it as a chair for meals
times, or even a chair and bouncer type rest for newborns.
If you could change one thing about this product what would it be?
Needs a bit of grease to make it smooth adjustments.
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